Part Number: A9R

Description: Flashlight

With a sleek design and recharging capability, the A9R Flashlight is the go-to penlight for serious technicians. It has our Inspection Beam that throws out a perfectly circular beam without any dark spots that make up close inspections immediately easier. It recharges by placing a charging cap over the head of the light and works with any USB port.

With Coast's commitment to quality, the A9R Flashlight is impact resistant, weather resistant and its LED is virtually unbreakable. The A9R Flashlight is backed by Coast's lifetime warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. Tested and rated to ANSI/FL1 standards.

Specifications:

- **BATTERY TYPE:** 1 x Lithium Polymer
- **BEAM DISTANCE (HIGH):** 65 ft / 20 m
- **INCLUDED:** 1 x Li Ion Battery | AC+DC with USB adapters | Pocket Clip
- **LENGTH:** 6.2 in / 15.7 cm
- **LIGHT OUTPUT (HIGH):** Inspection Beam
- **RUNTIME (HIGH):** 3 h
- **WEIGHT:** 2.1 oz / 59 g
Features:

- **CHARGING CAP**

  Power up your penlight by putting on its cap. The COAST Pro-Flex Charging Cap makes recharging as easy and intuitive as replacing the cap on a pen.

- **INSPECTION BEAM OPTIC**

  Never miss a detail. The Inspection Beam cuts clean, consistent light from edge to edge to evenly illuminate work spaces. Engineered for pen lights that fit in the pocket, this beam simplifies up-close work and brightens hard-to-reach objects at up to 30 feet / 9 meters.

- **SINGLE MODE**

  [Diagram of single mode]
The same light every time. Keeping it simple with COAST single-mode lighting means you can rely on an even, bright white beam every time.

**WATER RESISTANCE**

Don’t worry about the weather. COAST lights that have passed the IPX4-level water resistance test are splash-resistant and built with durable materials that stand up to nature.